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	Title_of_proposal: Mathematical in Science Fairs
	Contact_name: Klaus Hoechsmann
	Contact_E_mail_: hoek@math.ubc.ca
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	Total_amount_: 2200
	Summary_: Work with secondary students and teachers to invent and develop mathematical projects for exhibition at science fairs, in collaboration with the Science Fair Foundation of BC.
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	Proposal_description: Work with students and teachers (mostly at secondary schools) to invent anddevelop mathematical projects suitable for exhibition at science fairs. Asa continuation and expansion of the successful programme organized in 1998-99by K. Heinrich and P. Borwein of SFU, the present one will have PIMS (thePacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences) as its main sponsor, takeplace within the frame-work of the Science Fair Foundation (BC), and bestructured along the following lines.The detailed interaction with students and teachers will be carried out bythe ``Project Developer", an appropriately competent and motivated graduatestudent hired to work about 8 hours a week between October and April, advisedand supported by the applicant and other professional mathematicians fromPIMS, UBC, and SFU. The applicant will also act as organiser, supervisor, andpromoter of the programme.For practical reasons, attention will still focus on BC's Lower Mainland,i.e., the Greater Vancouver Area and the Fraser Valley, but even within thoseconstraints there is room for expansion in both geographical range and densityof participants (about 50 schools at present). However, the most important dimensionfor growth is mathematical quality --- in the sense not necessarily of prowess (after all, this is just secondary school) but of spirit.The use of science fairs as a vehicle for popularising and teachingmathematics is in its infancy -- the wheel still needs to be invented.However, there are few better means of attracting those students who (likemost mathematicians) happen to be marathoners rather than sprinters. Whilecontinuing to encourage originality in the traditional domains ofrecreational mathematics, the present programme will try to extend student``research" into novel ways of seeing and presenting even ``standard"mathematics as an adventure play-ground.(I found this form EXTREMELY difficult to work with. Even expert help could not make it do the double spacing - sorry. If this is not satisfactory, please advise, and we shall type up a better copy. K.H.) 
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	Other_: Klaus Hoechsmann (Applicant) is Professor Emeritus of Mathematics at UBC with a long and active interest in innovative teaching of mathematics. Natasa Sirotic (Project Developer) has a degree in Electrical Engineering from Slovenia and a B.Ed. (Secondary, with concentrations in mathematics and computer science) from UBC; she is also collaborating with the applicant on UBC's Certificate Programme for Secondary Mathematics Teachers. Peter Borwein ran last year's programme (together with Kathy Heinrich) and is standing by to advise us.
	Start_date: October 15, 1999
	Finish_date: April 15, 2000
	Evaluation: Judges' reports and feed-back from the Science Fair Foundation.
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